
 

 Things to know and understand 

• There are 12 notes in an octave.  

• The notes are:  

• An organized sequence of notes is called a scale.  

• The scale always starts on its root note. So the root note in a C Major scale 
is C. The notes to follow can be determined by a interval sequence (more on 
this below) until we get back to the root note, C. 

• An interval is the distance from one note to the next defined by a tone (whole 
step) or semitone (half step). 

• Intervals help you find what notes are in any given song key. The Major and 
Minor scales are the most used in western music. 
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 The formula to find any note in a Major/Minor Key 

*** Remember: a Tone = Whole Step & Semitone = Half step *** 

Major - Tone, Tone, Semitone, Tone, Tone, Tone, Semitone 

Minor - Tone, Semitone, Tone, Tone, Semitone, Tone, Tone 

So let’s apply the knowledge above to determine the notes within a C Major Scale: 

• First we need to figure out the root (first) note. The root note is usually 
the note in the scale name. So for C Major the root note would be C.  

• So if we look at the keys on a piano and start counting tones and semitones we 
can determine the notes within the C Major scale. 

 

Now that we understand how to figure out the notes in any Major/Minor scale. 
Let’s figure out a way to determine the chords in a given scale. 
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 Things to know and understand about chords 

• A chord is when 2 or more notes are played together. 

• Every major and minor key will have seven diatonic triads (3 more chord). 

• In other words, every major/minor key has seven chords that naturally occur in 
that key and sound good together. 

• There’s kind of a formula, if you may say, to determine these chords. 

• Just like how we counted intervals to figure out the notes in a scale - 
there’s also a pattern to chords as well - this is represented by Roman 
Numerals. 

• Capital Letters = Major Chord 

• Lowercase letters = Minor Chord  

Major - Major (I), Minor (ii), Minor (iii), Major (IV), Major (V), Minor (vi), 
Diminished (vii°) 

Minor - Minor (I), Diminished (iidim), Major (III), Minor (iv), Minor (v), Major 
(VI), Major (VII) 

The numbers refer to each note’s position in the scale. In the key of C, C is the 
root note of 1st first chord (I), D is the 2nd (ii), E is the 3rd (iii), and so 
on. 

This means the 1st chord in a major key is major, the 2nd chord is minor, the 3rd 
chord is minor, and so on. 

Using this concept we can easily figure out the notes and chords in any scale. 
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 So how to intervals and chords work together? 

  

• The interval note tells you the root note and the chord pattern tells you 
what type of chord (major, minor, diminished) should be played.  

Fo example: A chord with a root note of D (in the key of C Major) will be a minor 
chord, D Minor (ii).  

We know this because it’s the second note in the scale. And the second (ii) chord 
in the scale needs to be a minor one (outlined above by roman numerals).  

So knowing the chords patterns and internals can help you determine what chords 
can work in any given Major/Minor scale.  

 Here’s a quick way to write any Major/Minor chord. If you know how to count then    

 you can write chords. 

For Major chords - C (Root Note) + (count) 4 semitone up gives you E, Count 
another 3 semitones up and it will give you G. That’s C Major! 

Counting 4 up from the root note and then 3 from the middle note will give you 
any major chord. 

For Minor chords - C (Root Note), Count 3 semitones up it gives you Eb, Count 4 
semitones up it give you G. That’s C Minor!  

Counting 3 up from the root note and then 4 from the middle note will give you 
any minor chord. 

Rinse and Repeat to get extended chords like 7th and 9th chords (popular in trap 
and hip hop music). Either 4, 3 for Major or 3,4 for Minor.  

*** Take a look at the following charts. They’ll tell you what chords work in any 
Major/Minor scale *** 
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 Major Chord Chart 

  

Major Key I ii iii IV V vi vii°

C C Dm Em F G Am B°

C# C# D#m E#m F# G# A#m B#°

Db Db Ebm Fm Gb Ab Bbm C°

D D Em F#m G A Bm C#°

Eb Eb Fm Gm Ab Bb Cm D°

E E F#m G#m A B C#m D#°

F F Gm Am Bb C Dm E°

F# F# G#m A#m B C# D#m E#°

Gb Gb Abm Bbm Cb Db Ebm F°

G G Am Bm C D Em F#°

Ab Ab Bbm Cm Db Eb Fm G°

A A Bm C#m D E F#m G#°

Bb Bb Cm Dm Eb F Gm A°

B B C#m D#m E F# G#m A#°
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 Minor Chord Chart 

Minor Key i ii° III iv v VI VII

Cm Cm D° Eb Fm Gm Ab Bb

C#m C#m D#° E F#m G#m A B

Dm Dm E° F Gm Am Bb C

D#m D#m E#° F# G#m A#m B C#

Ebm Ebm F° Gb Abm Bbm Cb Db

Em Em F#° G Am Bm C D

Fm Fm G° Ab Bbm Cm Db Eb

F#m F#m G#° A Bm C#m D E

Gm Gm A° Bb Cm Dm Eb F

G#m G#m A#° B C#m D#m E F#

Abm Abm Bb° Cb Dbm Ebm Fb Gb

Am Am B° C Dm Em F G

A#m A#m B#° C# D#m E#m F# G#

Bbm Bbm C° Db Ebm Fm Gb Ab

Bm Bm C#° D Em F#m G A
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Now that we know how to build chords - here are some popular chord progressions 
you can use to start your song. Just play the chord associated with the Roman 
Number Chord and your good to go! 

 Pop Music 

I V vi IV 

I IV V 

I V IV 

I vi IV V 

vi IV I V 

I IV vi V 

IV V vi I 

IV V vi 

vi I iv V 

vi ii IV V 

IV iii ii iii 
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 Trap Music 

i VI I v 

i VI VII 

i iv VII 

i iv v 

i VI III VII 

ii v i 

i v i 

 EDM 

VI IV V I     

VI V I IV 

VI IV I V 

VI IV I V 

VI IV I V 

I V VI IV 
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 Wrap Up 

So just to repeat:  

• Learn how to count out intervals to figure out notes within a scale 

• Learn how to read Roman numerals 

• Understand that uppercase roman numerals are major (happy) lower case minor 
(sad) 

• Each roman numeral is key specific. In a C minor scale C minor is i (one) d 
minor is ii (two) and so on. change the scale and the numbers change. in a 
D minor scale a D minor chord is now i (one) and a C chord is now VII. 

• We use roman numerals to analyze the function of a chord in the specific 
context it is being used in. for example a C minor is always the same 3 
notes but the impact those 3 notes have depends on what has been happening 
in the song. C minor in a song in the scale of C minor sounds like home 
base. C minor in a song that was originally in the scale of C major sounds 
abruptly sad. 

• Learn the functions of the different chords (how does a minor iii vs a 
major III influence the mood of your song) and play with them. this will 
help you create melodies while following the common chord progressions and 
also let you create unique professions giving you more creative control of 
the harmonies in your song. 

We mentioned this above, but now that you understand Diatonic chords you can also 
try extended chords (7 and 9 chords). If you remember from above, to get an 
extended seven chord you follow the same count pattern we used in a diatonic 
chord (remember 4, 3 counting). For a C Major 7 chord:  

 C (root), E (second note), G (third note), ** and then repeat 4, 3 counting from 

 G ***, so another 4 semitones up from G is B, Thats a C Major 7 chord. 

7th progressions can simply take any of our progressions and use their 7th chord 
forms instead. You simply just add 1 more note to the chords to make it a 7th - 
or 2 notes for 9 chord and so on.  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NOTE: The only chord to avoid using the 7th on is the V chord, as using its 7th 
chord form would make a “Dominant” chord (unless you like how it sounds). This 
style of chords is very obvious about itself and can ruin a flow. To get around 
it, simply use the triad vision instead. (Use V instead of V7.) 

 7 chord progressions to try 

Imaj7 vi7 IVmaj7 V   
            
vi7 Imaj7 ii7 iii7  
           
IVmaj7 iii7 ii7 iii7  
           
IVmaj7 V vi7 Imaj7   
    
ii7 IVmaj7 vi7 V  

The rest it now up to you. Hopefully this will help you come up with chords and 
melodies in your music. Enjoy!
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